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INTRODUCING

SECURE
START...

Whether you’re opening a brand new 
operation or moving from an old site to
a new one, getting your empty shell to
an operational state can be a complex
and challenging process.
 
Bis Henderson Group is the only provider 
in the UK to offer a full suite of services 
to support you in the practicalities of not 
only getting your facility up and running, 
but ensuring your operation runs at peak 
efficiency as quickly as possible.
 
If you don’t have the expertise, experience 
or capacity within your internal teams
to approach this type of undertaking
then Secure Start is ideal for you and
your business.



Secure Start is a project 
managed end-to-end
solution that supports 
businesses in the acquisition 
and implementation of new 
warehouse operations,
designed to reduce risk, 
condense project time
and minimise double
running costs.
 
When used as a complete programme,
Secure Start can support you with all
stages of your project from the day
you sign your lease all the way through
to go-live.
 
Designed to be used as an end-to-end
package or utilised individually as
structured support when and
where needed.

WHAT IS

SECURE
START?

Assessing the state of your
business today whilst future-
proofing your concepts to allow
continued growth tomorrow:
 
> Network Modelling

> Assessment of future state

> Concept validation

> Demographic research

01 VALIDATION OF
REQUIREMENT

Working alongside existing
partners, we’ll find the perfect
facility staying aligned to your
plans and requirements:
 
> Lease of brand new building

> Sub-leasing of existing building

> Brown-field development

> Expansion of existing facility

02 PROPERTY
PROCUREMENT

Ensuring all bases are covered,
we’ll design a practical solution
that exceeds your business and
customer expectations:
 
> Warehouse layout

> Solution design

> Process mapping

> Racking and equipment plan

> Management structure
   and shift plan

> Systems design

> Budget creation (capital,
   operating, and implementation)

03 DESIGN OF
SOLUTION

Bringing the plan to life, we
execute our recommendations
by producing a client specific
implementation pathway:
 
> Systems implementation

> Solution implementation

> Layout build

> Operating processes defined

> People recruitment, induction
   and training

> Health and safety plan

04 IMPLEMENTATION
PLAN

Ensuring a seamless transition,
we’ll ensure the roll out is
managed successfully without
impacting your customers,
whilst keeping double running
costs minimised:
 
> Operation roll out

> Process testing

> Stress testing of solution

> Establishment of KPIs

> Detailed hand-over

05 GO LIVE TO
‘STEADY STATE’



Our experienced consultants will take you 
through a check list of considerations before 
talking you through our menu of services to 
ascertain your requirements and to ensure 
you get help in the areas you need it most.

Secure Start is delivered by Bis Henderson 
Group who have award winning and market 
leading specialists that span supply chain and 
logistics consulting, recruitment services, 
warehouse space brokerage alongside 
training & development programme design.

We’re therefore uniquely positioned to 
support you as a full service provider whilst 
you benefit from our expertise in niche 
aspects of the journey.

Our consultants have decades of experience, 
an unrivalled level of operational expertise and 
have taken clients through this process many 
times before. This familiarity with the process 
helps reduce the learning curve period and 
gets your operation to steady state in a much 
shorter space of time.

 

With Secure Start there is no need to
juggle multiple suppliers and points of
contact. All Secure Start projects are
programme managed with an over-
arching point of contact.

The working relationship and connectivity 
between the Bis Henderson operational 
divisions provides a seamless and hassle-
free experience for our customers.

A UNIQUE SERVICE

A SEAMLESS EXPERIENCE

Not only does Secure Start act as an advisory 
service on all of the above, we can plan, 
project manage and implement all of our 
recommendations; taking the pressure off
your management team and the risk away 
from your business.

VISIT bis-henderson.com/SecureStart
 
CALL Andy Kaye on 07967 555 065
 
EMAIL Andy.Kaye@bis-henderson.com

FIND OUT MORE
ABOUT SECURE START...


